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Before you start...

Everybody hates to read editor’s notes, so I’ll keep this short.
First and foremost, the UM-St. Louis literary magazine would not
have been possible were it not for the vast amount of works
contributed every year by the students, faculty, and staff. This year
we had five hundred pieces by about one hundred different authors,
which is a landslide compared to last year’s submissions. Our
thanks to all writers, artists, and photographers who gave us the
opportunity to consider their works for publication.
Secondly, most of you have probably noticed that the literary
magazine changes its title from year to year. After much debate we
have finally decided (hopefully) on a permanent name for the
publication, and it shall be called HingeStone. It was difficult to
settle on a name that sounded interesting without being too
pretentious.
Thirdly, special thanks to Chad and Amy Reidhead (who loaned
us the use of their apartment to put this thing together) and Mike
Vogt, our resident computer whiz. Also, we extend our special
thanks to Nan Sweet, faculty advisor, who kept us headed in the
right direction.
Finally, the entire staff deserves thanks for all the time and effort
needed to put HingeStone together. Without the help of everyone
involved, this magazine would have been a three-sheet mimeograph
run off in someone's basement and stapled in the center (in bad
light).
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A Discourse

I

I open my mind
Absorbing the bits and pieces of knowledge
Still, doubts linger.
It’s not enough
The pieces do not provide a complete picture
I need more!
What are you so afraid I might learn.

1

Just as the roots of the tree
Are Its lifeline
Providing nourishment and growth
So does my history.

I
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Clear the choking debris from the roots
Remove the camouflage of the clinging vines
Allow the tree to be seen, to grow
Give me the nourishment of my roots
So that I too may grow
I too will know
The past so that I can determine my identity
My future.

Cindy Rodriguez
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Knight Takes Pawn
She moves just like a knight.
She does not signal
her change in direction.
She Just turns, without warning.
Without even considering
other people on the roadways.

I pretend not to notice,
the way she stares right through me.
And she pretends not to notice,
that I’m pretending not to notice.
She stares right through me.
She moves like a knight,
and she is always in position.
One square forwards, or backwards.
Two squares left, or right.

I am unprotected and alone.
I can move, but one direction,
one square at a time.
She doesn’t even care.
It Is her move.
And she moves, like a knight.
There is no way to avoid
being captured.

John Holtgrewe
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Rearview Mirror
Behind,

not in front.
Running away,
from a setting sun.

Donald K. Barnes
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she tells me
tilt the cup of sky:
rice stars
milk teeth
honey spoon
belt of
tin coins
dark wind
Jasmine
stone
dog
plums
in a
paper bag
circle
the tender rim
with finger and thumb

wash one eye
in the old
spill of light
keep the other
well-closed

Diana Harvestmoon
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The Unconscious Cycle
Awake In the house, I am stunned
By the voices of silence.

You are asleep
The sound of your breath
Lulls me In wakenings.
The dancing shadows of tree limbs
Shine on the window shade, shaking
Their flveprong greened leaves In
The rhythm of Spring.
■i
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You are dreaming,
A word or two mumbled from
Dark depths of the unconscious cycle
Of r.e.m.

■

What do you see on the eyelid’s black screen?
Your hair, strewn across your face,
Quivers in the alarm clock’s blue-faced glow.
ii

A close comfort ensues: like
Thick and hoary wool blankets I
Wrap myself around you.
The warmth of your smell envelops me.

The crickets, in chill aires, begin their morning chorus,
(to live every night is to die and be reborn).
i

In the clutch of your thighs.
The house, in its silent voice of settling.
Allows me home.

Matthew Schmeer
5

The Phoenix
Diana Davis
I see myself as a phoenix, rising out of the ashes of a
ruined marriage when he didn't want to get stuck with someone
who might become a bedridden invalid due to the arthritis creep
ing up my spine and causing swelling, stiffness and pain.
So he took the money and left, and went to another woman.
And 1 stood with the children and trembled on the threshold of
my brave new world and second start in life.
I flapped my wings against the air of shattered hopes and
broken dreams and decided to use the strength of anger to pro
duce something good, and commenced--still racked with fears
and physical pain-until the surgeon's knives pared and slashed
away the tumors pressing against my spine and ended the misdi
agnosed arthritis; and the counselor's wisdom ended the agony of
inner pain.
And I rose upon the wings of hope and determination to
sail into collegiate skies where clear blue air and billowing clouds
parted. Three young shadows followed as 1 soared toward the
golden sun.
I am a phoenix.

I
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Twenty Years for This
An hour since the soldiers came
and still I feel his shirt,
too soaked with sweat to know
the desert,
much too green to know
the moon.

Outside the others smoked cigars
from thin lips, steady hands
so young, their guns
seemed more like toys,
I swear
I couldn’t see the danger.
Twice I've washed with soap,
with water.
Twice and still I shiver,
can’t unshake the colonel’s smell.
Oh momma,
deeper still, he’s there.

I tried, believe me
when I cried beneath
his heavy hands,
the others heard,
their talking stopped
and laughter,
laughter caught the air.
An hour with him,
more like two days.
Twenty years I’ve lived,
for this,
God, twenty years for this.

I
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Chad Reidhead
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The Queen On Jackson Square
I met Charlotte near the comer of St. Ann and Chatres,
In the shadow of the St. Louis Cathedral,
where Jesus reaches out a hand.
to display his private garden,
for all of God's children to view,
near the courtyard behind the rectory,
surrounded by a wrought iron fence,
In the French Quarter of New Orleans.
She stood enjoying the offerings,
that a saxophone was willing to give,
quietly swaying and listening
to that lonesome melancholy refrain,
as it echoed through the courtyards
and poured out on Jackson Square.
Her hair was white and wiry,
and her eyes were blue and clear.
Her gentle features extolled the wisdom
and virtue acquired through years
of strife and countless trials
and of vast experience.
She spoke to me at length
on the value of loving friends,
and on living through adversity.
She lectured me on Dante,
and described the works of Virgil.
She expounded on Greek history
and the roots of modem law.
She mourned man's lack of passion,
spiritualism and concern.
We shared a love of poetry
by reciting our favorite rhymes.
In the brief time that I knew her,
Charlotte kept me enchanted
and had me entertained
with the stories and revelations
of a life that only she had known,
all through an accidental encounter
Just a few blocks over from Bourbon Street.
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Where the little black boys tap dance and sing,
with the beer bottle caps nailed to their soles,
shuffling, begging, and scrambling for change,
reluctantly drawn from privileged pockets.
On Bourbon Street,
where young girls wriggle and Jeer in the storefronts,
draped in their silky red or black negligees
while the hawkers cry out to the crows.
to persuade the passing pedestrians to come Inside.
On Bourbon Street,
where the schizophrenic ramblings of blues, jazz,
rock and blue grass music rattles in the alleyways,
while the Intermittent howling and laughter
continues 'til early morning hours.
On Bourbon Street,
where the hopeless and homeless can be found
crouching In the doorways crying and babbling alone,
while the tourists anxiously step over them,
Intent on purchasing their favorite souvenir.

I
I
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On Bourbon Street,
where a well dressed diplomat in suit and tie
can be seen urinating and puking in the gutter,
and the suburban housewives can be found
giggling and tittering at the strap-on dildos
in the sex shop windows on Bourbon Street,
just three blocks away from Jackson Square
where the shadow of Jesus looms high in the white church wall,
near the courtyard where magnolia trees shade the cardboard
mat
where Charlotte White makes her bed.

■■

Jerry Burbank
9

Upon Contemplating The State Of My Laundry
(Or Is There Plato In My Socks?)
I used to think that life was like a sock drawer
with everything folded and sorted, aligned in neat rows,
impeccably stacked in graduating colors,
from navy blue to brilliant white,
each and every pair carefully tucked away
like an orderly cosmic filing cabinet.
But then, my sock drawer is more like a technicolor Picasso
or a Jackson Pollack painting.
a multi-colored plate of noodles
limply snaking in an endless maze
which tends to create some peculiar pairings
and rather bizarre combinations
like those brightly painted argyle clowns
that I got one year for Christmas
that are always slithering over the back of the drawer
to entertain my T-shirts
or the occasional straggler
dangling off the front of the drawer
desperately trying to climb out of that dresser's mouth
and that solitary crew sock
yellowed through years of bleachless strife
the fabric worn through at the heel
stiff from want of softener
a tight little wad hiding in the comer
of whom I haven't yet had the heart to discard.
You know, the more I think of it
the more I realize that life really is like a sock drawer.

Jerry Burbank
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A Memory of the Mass
I lean back
one. two, three...
one hundred and forty two
greying celling panels
i

I look forward
right, left, up, down
a blue-haired lady smiles at me
time to stand

I'd rather be swimming
riding my bike
playing Barbies
taking out the trash
anything
time to sit
I watch a bug
waiting to see my mom
jump out of the pew

>

uniformed into "church clothes"
I stick my tongue out at Mikey
so does he
the blue-hair stifles a laugh
cross my eyes
so does he
put my finger to my nose
and dad
takes me outside
"You know how to behave in the house of GOD!!"
dad bellows
walk to the car
the blue-hair turns
and winks
at me

Bart Mttus
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The Grand Slam
A hush falls over the crowd.
I walk slowly towards the plate.
Bases loaded, bottom of the ninth.
Giving the pitcher a hard. cold, stare,
I point towards the right field wall.

In one swift motion, he slices
the air with a fastball.
Crack! The shock runs
all the way down to my toes.

All eyes follow the white dot
growing smaller and smaller.
"It's going, going. Gone!"
Right through Old Mem Jones'
picture window.
Children scurry left and right
as the grey haired man in overalls
slams his porch screen door
and marches toward the diamond.
With my heart pounding In my throat
and my knees ready to buckle,
I remember George Washington
chopping down the cherry tree.

Staring at the old man's wrinkled forehead,
sweaty and pitted, I begin to shiver.
Standing up straight, I tuck my muddy shirt
into my muddy blue jeans.
Then I blame my little brother.

Jejf Russell
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Final Grade
Lisa K. J. McDonald
The door closed hard behind Justine. Its hollow thud
bounced around the small office and settled back on her, just
behind her eyes. She blinked—slowly, deliberately—just once.
Stiffly she took a tiny into his office.
“Sit down, Justine. Right over here next to me. It's so
good to see you. Did you have a good time on spring break? You
sure look like you did, all tan and trim. I remember the time our
frat sponsored a trip to Daytona . . ."
She didn't listen. She couldn't anymore.
She barely heard him tell her to “Please sit, right here.
What can I do for you today?"
Her head snapped toward him, but her voice stayed low
and calm. “I came to see you about my grade,” she said as she
placed her book bag on the floor and slowly sat on the chair's cold
seat. “I'm concerned that any grade less them 3.75 will interfere
with my plans for graduate school." Her eyes darted for a
moment from the uncluttered desktop to check where he was.
He was standing between her and the door, over in the
corner, searching through the over-loaded bookcase. Pulling a
slim folder out, he turned and smiled. “Here it is, I've been
looking for that for days. Now Justine, what exactly is the
problem with your grade? As I recall, you did quite well, though I
still think there's a lot more emotion, more feeling, you know, that
you could bring to your work." Flopping down into his chair, he
waggled his shoulders back and forth under his heavy sweater
and puffed up his chest. The sweater settled uneasily over his
slightly sagging middle, and he ran a hand though his hair
reflexively. Justine’s breath caught In her throat as she smelled
his familiar aftershave. Though her eyes were open, all she could
see was the darkness; though she was awake, she pretended to
be asleep. If only she could tell him to stop this time.
“Justine, I'm not In the habit of changing grades once I’ve
turned them in to the Dean's Office, but I suppose we could look
at your work again. Do you happen to have any of It with you?”
His nut-brown eyes rolled up to meet hers; she saw only Issuable
eyes. He picked a green pencil up off the desk and slowly twirled
it between his fingers, waiting for her answer.
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'Yes, I brought it all—everything I need,” she stated flatly.
“Here is a copy if the first assignment."
He reached out to take the paper from her. and suddenly
his eyes opened wide. A knowing smile reached across his face.
“Now, wait a minute Justine—is than an engagement ring? No
wonder you've been so distracted lately. Did you get that over
spring break? Could I take a look?" Before she could speak, his
hand shot out and closed around hers. Though her hand rose
gracefully from her rigid lap, she could feel the chorus of
complaint from every cell inside that hand at the memory of being
taken to a pflace they did not want to go. But as before, the hand
complied.
Though his hand was white and smooth, Justine felt
another hand, one brown from days of too much sun, and rough
from farm work. The feeling of that hand crept up her delicate
arms, sped over her shoulders, and wrapped itself around the
base of her quivering throat. If only she could tell someone, but
who would believe her? No one ever would; they’d all believe him,
just like Mama had. Why didn’t you believe me. Mama—why
didn’t you believe me?
She scarcely felt him release her hand. The feelings were
coming now; soon it would be too late to keep them inside. He
was asking her something, but his voice came from far away, and
it was drowned out by the laughter of late-night TV rising up the
stairs as Mama dealt with her insomnia. If only we'd all been able
to sleep.
Justine, Justine, My sweet Justine.
“I said I think your work is very good Justine, and it could
only get better if you allow yourself to reallyfeel. Do you have
anything more for me to look at?”
Suddenly, her eyes gleamed like stars that bum brightest
before death.
“Yes." she sighed as she reached into her book bag and
winced as the long, icy blade of the cook’s knife sliced her chilly
finger. Yes, Daddy, I do."
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D'anom
From the hard cold sunshine
of Fall
she came into the cafe ordered wine Red
In the picture window reflecting the
red, brown oranges of Autumn she sat alone/

Summer sun had danced In her Raven black hair
leaving ropes of gold tied here and there cascading
her face ivory
cream deep
complete/

Onyx eyes looking deeper
from where she hides
watching the world/
Not looking at him at all

still at him completely
women are good at that/

Her Ups wine wet
Almost smiled at him
Her extra-large tweed suit coat fumbled rumbled fell
from her shoulders
round her neck cloesly knitted
a purple scarf beneath her chin
In the window a perfect picture of
summers end/
D'anom

Hart Campbell

!
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Body over Mind
Mind
Body
War
Mind yearns move
Body lays
Mind tries to leave
Body shuts door
Mind coils Body
like spring of intense desire
Body will leap
floor to fire
Intelligence dwells in Mind
and Body but a muscle
Does Body make best moves
while Mind gets me in trouble?

Noah Nussbaum

[
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ALA#1
At times when I'm
looking for the answers,
trying to And sense In
all that Life brings,
you turn to me and
tell me
It doesn't make sense,
but you love me anyway.

Christopher Schroeder
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Detour
Amidst the deafening tones of heavey metal music
and the stale smell of beer and sweat
a vision Jars my memory—
A mass of dark red. curly hair
Once perennially groomed and held by a bow
it was now loose and uncombed, tangled and untamed.
Yet it was that same dark shade—
that I had known to only one.
Immediately I remembered the gradeschool playground
where we. at six, strolled holding each others hand.
She was the smartest girl In class.
And always had the coolest parties.

I went to her—
and though thinking about the past, we spoke only of
the present.
Her eyes that once shone with Innocence and potential
were now clouded by alcohol, and God knows what
else.
Her speech, to which 1 used to listen so keenly,
was slurred, as she spoke of her life as a cocktail
waitress and heavey metal groupie.
In comparison—she said I seemed to have it better.
And I couldn't help thinking she was rightand wondering where
she'd gone wrong,
and being thankful that I avoided It.

Brian Golden
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Not Better, Not Worse, Only Different
They can see her in my face
I’m told by thise who knew her
I look for her in the mirror
But still only see me
I cannot feel her touch
Or even hear her voice
Not even in my memory
I think, but I get nothing

Yet still I feel the love
Of the times that I shared with her
I know that she is listening
And watching...And praying...
And although I'd like to see her
I no longer wish her back
Or even that she’d never gone
For in the years without her
I've learned my life's no worse
Since it sems disloyal to say it's better
Let's Just say It's only different

Brian Golden
i
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Maniac Monday
Catherine J. Stewart
You awaken and feel as though you’ll fall prey to the day
as a perennial would on the first day of fall, measured in
Increments like the sleep you didn't get last night. It's Monday,
and the fevered excitement you feel is not unlike the frenzied
antics of the dog in wanting to be let outside to do whatever
business dogs do that time of morning. It's usually to act as if
she's treating the sky or something Just as existential at such an
unholy hour. Clothed In nothing more than the certain knowledge
that surely no one else is out yet this fine day, you open the back
door to let the dog out and the neighbor across the alley gets an
uncertain surprise, sure to kick his day off with something, if not
a bang. ("Hey, honey! I Just seen a naked lady!” you hear, as you
also hear his wife say: “and it wasn’t me?" SLAP!) Ohdarkthirty is
breaking up all around you and you wonder against all hope if
you'll ever see the sun this day. Putting mousse on your hair,
some excess slings off the end of your fingers, describing a
frothing, fizzing arc in the air, to land, almost beatifically, in the
one of two cups of coffee your obsessive mind allows you to wake
up by. Picking at a decidedly indifferent permanent, the comb
gets caught in your hair, pulls out of your hands and flips out to
spiral Into the toilet you haven't gotten around to flushing yet. It’s
only the will of the Monday god that has seen to it that nothing
more interesting than number one with a hank of toilet paper
(lest there be any doubt, blue to match the color of the bathroom,
thank you very much. One must keep up with Good
Housekeeping) is resident there. It is attracted to the comb in an
almost mystical way. and is bom out of the ether along with the
comb you have to fetch. It’s not like you can leave it
there...whatever would the neighbors and guests think? And it's
not like the damn thing will flush—just batter around the stool
making stealthy, strange noises. It's bad enough already. The dog
is eventually let in after her morning ministrations, who gobbles
down the remnants of her food, gulps down the water in her
(patent pending) piggy, eager way and, walking to the fake
Oriental rug you still paid too much money for. promptly throws
up all over It. Then she looks at you as if to say. wasn't that a
neat trick? Gimmee a minute. I’ll do it again; Fm on this earth

20
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only to please, ya know. Her tail wags in perfect circles. The
sponge you use to wipe it up with, thinking acidly of murdering
certain dogs In their sleep as you do so. soils and picks up too
much pet hair and dust balls to be believed and you think, well,
guess I won’t be using It to wash anymore dishes. At least this
week, anyway. Heading out the exhibition hall back door, you
frost-sllcken wooden steps like a demented stag and execute a
cheerleader split only a mother could love (in a skirt, no less) and
that your body was never Intended to make. You immediately look
around, perhaps to see If the neighbor got an eyeful of that one.
No, he seems to have missed that second rare treat. It doesn't get
much better them this, you think, that's for sure. On your lips is a
promise you make to yourself not to take all this too seriously,
much like the one you made to a lover long gone to burn all those
impassioned love letters, but never did. The fix of it Is that the
world is a wonderful place for dawdlers, dreamers and guests,
while the realists fish for clues in combs, make another pot of
coffee, pet the dog and wish to kiss someone good-bye. For
whatever gods holding court for the week's festivities, we all have
to live with their irrepressible Judgment and do with it what we
can. It's a Monday only a maniac could love.

21
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ShadoE Marius DetStephano

The Lingering Image
I have seen an angel
I didn't know it at the time
When I saw her
Leave scarcely a mark
In the cool damp earth
Dance as a bee
Among flowers
On a warm spring day
I should have known
When I saw her shine
With the trees in fall
I remember when
I felt her breath
Wann against my cheek
We held each other close
Guarding against the chill
Of the cold winter’s night
I felt the two of us
Float towards the stars
This was when I should have known
She left one day
Too quick to say goodbye
But I found her again
Dancing amongst
Those same stars
The truth then
Slowly crept upon me
Like water changing to ice—
I had seen an angel

Mike Vogt
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Wouldn't It Be Nice If
Wouldn't It be nice if
the class interacted and we
got to know our other
class mates?

And then who knows. . .
We’d start going to lunch
after school and we’d hook
up with that blonde guy
Of course we’d both fall in
love with him, he’d take
us both out, we’d both
fuck him

And then you and I would
fight in a very unattractive
manner.
Then as it turns out he
buys cheap condoms,
and has AIDS.
We aB die. 0

0

Angela Frye
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Last Will and Testament of Kitty Wampus
Don't let the collectors haggle over my skirts.
Bum my diary, if I go quick.
As the zodiac says I must.
On a clear June day with thunder in it.

i

The zinc mine goes to my beloved Sonny,
Who always did what I told him.
And never had a salary.
The Packard goes to Rose Ellen. Perhaps then she will
Finally learn to drive,
And become her own back seat critic.
Under the bottom rung of the attic ladder.
You’ll find the key to my wall safe
In the study behind the bamboo fan.

Take out the old cigar box marked “Kitty"
Inside, the letter ends our old quarrel.
The cash, perhaps, begins another.

Dale Denny
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Looking Back
The old house on the hill
has been unoccupied for many years now.
Scrawny bushes and a few
old, dead trees litter the yard.
There is no grass to speak of
and the paint has long since faded.
But the shadows of its majestic past
can be caught hanging in the doorways
and seen through the cracks in the windows.
There is a promise of things yet to come
that denies the apparent ruins.
For this was a house that once
a family called home, and a home
can never be completly lost to time.

David Findley
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Listen
The earth sings loud
for all to hear
sending messages
of life and invitation
to those in need.
But most have forgotten
the language of the soil
and of the trees.
Perhaps some day
our ears will open
again and hear the
music of the land.

David Findley
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The Basket
Chad Retdhead
A sad looking man with soiled clothes and a fine, but
tattered green hat sat by the road with his wife. They did not
touch each other, nor speak. Beside the woman was a basket, too
large for bread, but covered with a thin, white cloth as one
carrying bread would. Her shawl had been a brilliant blue and
white—the colors of the flag, but you could see that she had
worn It for many days and It now wore the earth.
I was with the other soldiers when we first passed them. We
were escorting the crew workers through the forest, far away from
any secured villages.
"Look at them there," Miguel said, bending his head to the
couple. “Like a pair of monkeys, they do nothing but sit there all
day. What do they wait for?”
“Perhaps for what they've lost,” I said.
“What could that be? Look at them, what could they want?
The old have had it all. What they loose Is their fault.”
“You sound so certain of this.”
“Why should I not be?” Miguel took off his hat and wiped his
forehead with the sleeve of his shirt. He was unconditioned to the
heat; a green-boy who talked too much. I wondered if he knew
much of anything.
"1 think they have lost much. The old man Is sad. look at his
eyes.”
“Contras have many eyes.”
“None like his, I tell you.”
"I think they are Contras. They could be hiding a bomb In that
basket. Look at how she holds It.”
“You have quite an imagination.”
“And you, Emanuel, are careless.”
It was an unintended Insult so I said nothing. Miguel moved
up ahead where two others had paused to smoke. I tried to keep
my eyes from the trees. If a sniper meant a bullet for me. It would
be best not to see it coming. Death is not a thing to look for and
neither were snipers. There was a certain faith In this, an uneasy
comfort. If it happened, it would come without my knowing—too
fast to fear, too sudden to make a coward of me.
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The old man lifted his head as we filed past. The sound of the
machinery deafened the Jungle. The woman pulled the basket
close to her and muttered something to the man. We went on
ahead with our work.
An hour past them and the crackle of gunfire split from the
treetops. One man went down. The others hid behind the
machinery as we had been instructed, but I took refuge at the
side of the road, where a pile of dry brush made good cover. I
could not tell where the sniper had positioned himself, or even if
there was more than one. Often there were two. Another shot
rang out and the front-end loader blew into a great ball of flames.
The explosion knocked me from my feet, curling my eyebrows and
deafening my ears so that all I could hear was my heartbeat. In
the cloud of thick, black smoke, I ran and didn’t stop until I had
made my way back to where the couple were. Even from there 1
could see the smoke and smell the burning of oil and diesel.
When I approached them, only the old man looked up at me.
“It is not safe here,” I stammered. “Come, you must go.”
They said nothing.
“Do you understand? Contras, there are Contras in the jungle.
You must leave now.”
Contras, I saw his lips form, but 1 could not hear his voice.
“Yes. Contras." I said, almost yelling now.
The man turned to his wife and spoke to her. but I could still
not hear him.
“What do you say?” I said. “What do you say?”
The woman lifted the basket with both hands and held it out
to me.
“What is this?"
She did not answer. The man turned his eyes to the ground
and she motioned for me to take it again.
“What is in the basket?”
She said nothing.
When I took the basket from her, it was heavier than I
thought. The cloth slipped to one side and I thought of Miguel’s
words. It could have been ticking and I would not have known. I
looked to the woman and she to me. How could such eyes conceal
a murderer? I thought. She might have wondered the same of me.
The strap of my rifle pressed hard into my shoulder. My hands
were numb around the wicker handle and my pulse beat hard
against my temples. Many would have thrown the basket; many
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watched for snipers. But I, in the haunting steam of the
Nicaraguan sun, waited with the basket until a long minute
pressed by and then I lifted the cover. Below, the outline of a baby
pushed through a pale-blue cloth. I could not see its face, nor tell
if it was breathing.
Go, I could see the man say.
“You must go with me,” I said, but they did not move.
I ran again, frightened and in pain. I did not look back until I
neared the clearing where the Jeeps were parked. I turned then,
only to hear two single pistol shots from what seemed a long way
off. In the basket the blanket stirred and It. too. seemed a far, far
way off.

********
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Painted Rocks

<

Once upon an eon
Mother Nature went mad
with color.

She arose from her dewy bed,
stretched herself in lithe and lace,
then pulled the plug on the rainbow and
showered In chromatic cascades.
Red dripped from the tips of her hair.
Blue sparkled like topaz tears upon her cheeks.
Green pooled beneath her feet.

With a wave of a violet finger,
she directed the chorus of crickets and frogs
and danced in the frenzied arena of dawn,
flinging her crayoned fantasy
upon the craggy hillside.
These Jewels stained by dementia
and polished by centuries,
remain a stony tapestry
woven the day
Mother Nature went mad

*
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with color.

Mary Alice Dultz
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Upon the Iliad
Homer says Ajax and his friends
Retired to their boats each night
And soothed away the fight with wine
Bought from seamen bound from Lemnos.

Ten years and more the merchants sailed—
Wine to Ilium and gold to Lemnos.
They wore out ships, and young deckhands
Became captains and drowned in storms.

What a song is buried in the lines,
The few that Homer deigns to give,
A song of distant wives and sons.
A sailing man who longs for home!

But odysseys of commerce find
The scantest note in epic poetry.
For wine, it seems, will buy no verse
Unless the drunken heroes share.

Stephen M. Pentecost
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Writing The Perfect Screenplay
Meshes of the Afternoon,
And Roy lost his mother . . . the same day Bunuel died.
Sixteen years have passed, you’ve worn black ever since.
Teach me about film ... all that you know.
The evil of Mitchum and Marton Crane's black underwear,
How Burt Lancaster shacked at your U-City home.
These things I need to know, so intoxicate me.
Man, how 1 want to write.

What In the hell am I going to do?
3 a.m., in bed, Tm nauseous, unable to fall back asleep.
Circulating through me, with warning, are the strongest
feelings.
Spinning tires .. . the missing paperboys of Des Moines,
Mass suicides in Nebraskan schools —on CNN;
Footsteps like a chaplain on the backstairs.
Have Gold or my father, Joe, seen their final end credits?
Twenty-seven and you loved to write. As we sit together
Read me Jack London one more time, and tell me
Why did you come over yesterday ‘noon?
Out of the blue and into the shower.
Only to say that you'd never been happier.

The telephone pole dressed in Danny’s VW Beetle.
Salutes John Lennon, Capra, and the Earl of Baltimore.
As soon as I stop breaking things, Fll go downstairs,
Sit with Suzi and watch Willard Scott
In drag as Carmen Miranda, she’ll laugh, as if life will go on.
Al, sr. enters, carrying a ham . . . Roy and Cath come over.
So does the rest of the neighborhood, to make
Me feel stupid for having felt nothing at all.
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Sony, my brother, for never going back to your grave,
I'll kneel under your tree, It’s much happier and alive;
My Insides run smooth, so keep visiting my dreams.
It's a Wonderful Life for the ninety-ninth bleeding time!
Death Is not bad, I won't live In fear.
Except of my future, the Academy will see.
An Andaluslon Dog walking with me to the podium.
You smart-assed son-of-a-bltch! Stop making me laugh,
But please give me a direction, man, how I want to write.

Timothy Mestres
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Leaves
Each by each they are released and
drift slowly down to heaven or earth
where in their death is beauty and life,
but
too soon they are brown.
What of the crimson, orange, and gold?
Littering the alleyway, street, and hillside,
they crack;e and tumble about.
Crisp, they crunch beneath the weight of the world.
It is a welcome sound but a hollow one.

Edna Brown
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Art for a Change
Julie M. Gram

I

Another withdrawal-induced whim took her by surprise
right smack in the middle of the afternoon, right in front of the
computer screen that was supposed to be saving her life. Between
keystrokes she reached for a fix from the stash of snack food
she’d arranged In the “In” basket beside the terminal: a half-eaten
bag of Cheetos, and a generous supply of The Cheetos Antidote—
a virtuous and colorful array of celery and carrot sticks that
Arthur had thoughtfully and uniformly sliced and stacked Into a
tupperware container as his contribution to the cause. As much
handled but unlit cigarette. Its filter red with ;llpstlck smudges,
lay in the otherwise empty basket labelled “Out".
Jessica Rollins fantasized as she hunched resolutely in
front of a glowing green-screened computer terminal, working her
way through the Interactive exercises designed to help her “Quit
for Life." Her fantasy was a simple one: she fantasized about
settling Into her favorite rocking chair—her smoking chair—to
Inhale deeply of that slender and seductive Virginia Slims Men
thol in the “out” basket. “Choose an affirming date...,” the screen
Instructed her, and Jessica keyed In her upcoming thirty-fifth
birthday. At the time, eight weeks seemed more than generous as
a self-imposed deadline to give up the habit.
At one point, Jessica paused; her eyes glazed over, and the
joyless rhythm of carrot pulverization faltered momentarily. She
turned then, reaching behind her to the bookshelf for a rumpled
copy of Riverfront Times, and flipped through it. hesitantly at
first, then gaining momentum to rifle purposefully and noisily
through the tabloid's pages. Periodically she held the whole thing
out at arms length and shook it back Into its proper, more man
ageable, configuration. Once she found what she was looking for,
she took scissors from the lap drawer of her desk, clipped out a
small square advertisement, and placed It In her purse.
After positioning the purse-strap over one shoulder, she
hoisted up the rocking chair she'd rather be smoking In, maneu
vered it awkwardly out to the car, wedged it into the back seat
(hoping Arthur would overlook the two shallow scratches where
she misjudged the length of the long curved rockers), and drove
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downtown. It was this impromptu excursion with the rocker that
marked the real beginning of the sequence of events that would
change everything. The words Take control: modify your environ
ment still floated on her screen when she retuned home that
evening.
■id

It took almost six weeks to drive Arthur over the edge. Six
weeks, one rocker, a desk chair, two kitchen barstools, an end
table and a dining room chair, to be exact. Accompanied by a
haircut and perm, several ounces of new jewelry, and an Attitude.
He was waiting for her when she got home one day, stand
ing between the front door and the kitchen with his arms folded.
He loomed large in her path, the starched white, buttoned up
accounting professor with the plastic pen protector still in his
pocket from his day among the numbers.
“Hi Hon.” She slowed down to kiss him on the mouth. And
head for the kitchen.
He followed her, and said wasn’t it about time they talked
about the furniture. He pushed his glasses up on his nose.
Rather priggishly, Jessica thought.
She stopped at the kitchen counter to flip through the
mall. Arthur had already sorted the envelopes and catalogs into
neat piles: bills, personal letters, bulkles.
What were they going to do about the furniture, he wanted
to know.

ill

“Do?”

He motioned in the direction of the dining room. She
glanced up form the mall at the conspicuously gaping, chairless
space on the far side of the table.
“Our furniture." He was serious about this. "Perhaps you
have noticed that our furniture is disappearing, a piece at a time,
only to return a week later in an altered state?”
“I hoped the uniformity of the schedule would appeal to
you." she responded dryly.
She had unveiled that first rocking chair with a flourish
six weeks ago. Each of the slats forming the back of the chair now
claimed its own color scheme and design motif, ranging from
boldly sliced zebra stripes to intricately detailed kaleidoscopic
patterns rendered with a single-bristle brush. Green and yellow
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grasses climbed the curve of the rockers and grew partway up
onto celestial blue armrests thinly veiled with wisps of cloud. Her
chair was a cornucopia of brilliant color, a pastiche of shapes and
impressions, sometimes exquisitely detailed, sometimes merely
suggested. She'd been told that the chair had its own aura now,
and there were days when she thought she could see It.
Within an hour of staggering out of the house with that
first rocker in her arms, Jessica had navigated through an urban
tangle of unfamiliar territoiy to find a small curio shop-cumgalleiy. The sign in the window read “Art for a Change"; the
checkered and striped block letters forming the words “Art” and
“Change" were defiantly free-floating and askew, as If each had
Just returned breathless from a life of Its own outside the confines
of the doorframe. Arthur hated asymmetry. She thought it made
him anxious.
She resolutely pushed into the shop, slipping from a gray
winter afternoon into a steamy pink warmth that fogged her
glasses, a warmth laden with Incense and the sounds of water
falls and chimes, a warmth fueled by the flashing pink light of a
neon flamingo and the seemingly Infinite artistic energy of a petite
and spirited shopkeeper named Europa.
Jessica explained hesitantly that she had been advised by
a machine to take some positive action to change the old In
grained smoking cues so prominent In her life. She remembered a
certain ad that had caught her fancy In weeks past—the ‘Art for a
Change' ad boasting dramatic and artistic transformations “from
the mundane to the exotic In a week’s time.” Hence the wheels
were precipitously put In motion to secure a new incarnation for
the smoking chair. The old rocker had looked like a mudhen
among peacocks when she’d first taken It in to the gallery. The
visits to Europa soon became a weekly ritual. Jessica, bent on
liberating other pieces, gradually infiltrated their otherwise staid,
grey home with vibrant color and life. She was hooked.
Right from their first encounter Europa had begun gather
ing pertinent Information from Jessica (“What?—You have to
interview me before you can paint my rocking chair?!"). She
emphasized the necessity of personalizing the artistic energy that
went into each piece she re-created. Jessica's ability to relate to
her new art work—for each piece was Indeed to be a work of art—
was largely dependent upon what she-Jesslca—brought to her
relationship with the items that surrounded her in her home.
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Europa explained.
“So I need to learn a bit about you, Jessica ... besides Just
the obvious observables." Europa tapped the eraser end of a
pencil against her teeth, then poised it above her clipboard. She
looked up at Jessica, then made a note. “No jewelry... Never any
jewelry at all?” And so the process began as the two women went
tete a tete. bathed all the while in the steady pink rhythm of a
neon flamingo In a storefront window In a bad part of town.
Eventually they wound down for the day: “So how did you
meet your husband Arthur?"
“Our mothers played bridge together when they were
pregnant with us. We grew up to become the proverbial childhood
sweethearts."
“And you've been married how long?”
■"Forever."

fl

“Oh, my.”

“Do you mean to tell me you've been upset about our
furniture all these weeks? And you never said anything until
now?" She pushed off from the kitchen counter where she was
still rifling through the mall and went to him, stopping Arthur
mid-stride in his pacing to take both his hands. He managed to
reposition all four hands with a practiced smoothness so that it
was he who patted her. Pat, pat. Deep sigh. “Jessica. Jessica,"
almost to himself.
She waited, imagining what was to come next: he knew
she'd been under a lot of pressure trying to stop smoking, and
he’d been trying to be supportive of her, blah, blah. blah.
“I’m well aware that It's this smoking business that put
you off the deep end In the first place,” he began, “and I've been—”
"Honey. I'm not off the deep end.”
“—trying to be patient, hying to be accommodating. But
this is a bit much— I get Indigestion just looking at my own
kitchen furniture.” He pointed accusingly at the breakfast stool
painted In a colorful tangle of assorted foliage, reminiscent of the
still unworn Hawaiian shirt Jessica had given him for his birth
day last year. One of the larger leaves encapsulated a small
teeming army of stylized black lizards, looking very much like an
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egg waiting to hatch a swarm of reptilian hieroglyphics.
“That’s because you're bringing hostility to your relation
ship with the furniture.” Jessica took a deep breath here. “So
much is dependent upon what you bring to the relationship. You
can't expect to be able to appreciate—"
"I don’t have relationships with chairs, Jessica.'
Jessica enunciated each word carefully. “We are talking
about art here."
Turning to the cabinet above the sink, she picked out two
glasses, then sat them both down a bit too forcefully on the
counter, wishing desperately for a cigarette.
Arthur poured himself half a glass of spring water, took a
large mouthful, tipped his head back, dropped two sinus caplets
in the direction of his tonsils, and swallowed hard, setting his
own glass down hard. “Having one, uh—funky—rocker in your
own study is one thing, but when you start in on the kitchen and
dining room
loud, excessive, and undignified.” he was saying.
She stopped listening as she bent down to the cabinet
under the counter. “Let’s have a drink before we fix dinner.”
Arthur nodded, his brow furrowed. He turned and swung
open the magnet-dotted door, mumbling into the refrigerator
about wine coolers.
“I’m fixing you a scotch."
“I hate scotch.”
“You have to develop a taste for it.” She handed him a
glass with an inch of the light honey-colored liquid. “Here, prac
tice.”
They sat at the table then, in two of the remaining three
Queen Anne chairs. Arthur got up in search of coasters, and
placed one under each glass, then settled back into his seat. They
sipped their scotches in silence, grimacing at the taste. When
Arthur’s coaster stuck to the bottom of his glass, Jessica reached
over and flicked it off, sending it skittering across the table.
Arthur followed the trail of silvery droplets with his handkerchief.
Somewhere in the midst of the silence and the scotch,
Jessica made her decision. She jumped when he interrupted her
thoughts to tell her he was famished. He got up to take both
glasses tot he dishwasher, then gave her shoulder a squeeze
when he returned with a towel to sweep her ever-present Cheeto
crumbs off the table and into the palm of his hand. “Let's declare
a truce and go out.”
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Jessica nodded. “My sentiments exactly. We both could
stand to be waited on tonight."
“Steak?"
She reached for the car keys and shook her head. “Let's do
sushi."

Jessica shook her match out and dropped at into the
spotless glass ashtray by the phone.
“Europa, it’s Jess. Can you talk for a minute?"
“Hi. Sure."
Jessica audibly exhaled a smoke-laden breath.
“You okay, Jess?”
“Don’t worry—rm still allowed three a day and this is only
my second." She inhaled deeply. “It’s Arthur again. Still." She
tapped the cigarette Irritably against the rim of the ashtray, even
though the ash wasn’t yet long enough to be knocked off. “He
thinks I’m ruining our home by having the furniture painted
outrageously.. He just doesn’t get it. Europa." Inhale, exhale, tap,
tap. Tap. “He doesn’t see what I see, that's for sure. I don't know
how to explain to him that it’s more than Just a paint job. Some
times I think I should Just give up on him.”
Europa waited.
“He only sees unnecessary disruptions of his rigid sense of
order and propriety, and I see every new piece as a symbol of
larger possibilities ... I'll never understand how in the world you
do such magic with a piece of old wooden furniture and some
paint.”
“Certainly there’s much more to it than just a cosmetic
paint job." ‘Europa finally replied. “You know that. The things
people bring me are often old, or old-spirited, sometimes past
their prime. I’ve had things brought to me straight from the
dumpster. Or sometimes what they bring was simply never used
to full advantage in its original condition. I just try to find the
promise, maybe a spark somewhere—it’s always there—and then
go from there."
Jessica closed her eyes as she listened, almost able to
hear the waterfalls, to smell the thick sweetness of the Incense
she knew permeated the shop’s atmosphere as Europa spoke. “Is
the flamingo light on now?"
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“Of course. I always keep it on except when I’m in with a
work—in—progress—have to concentrate all the available Internal
and external energy then. No distractions."
Jessica squeezed one last too-warm drag from the ciga
rette, remembering her first visit when Europa steered her firmly
away from a curtain-draped archway she referred to as the “Inner
sanctum"—limited to the artist and works-ln-progress only, she
had said.
“And sometimes." Europa continued, “as was the case
with your old smoking rocker, someone brings me something
that's treasured and much-loved. Something simply In need of a
good dose of passion, a little reorganization of priorities, and an
Infusion of a few possibilities, as you say. Voila—a metamorpho
sis.”

There was a silence between them for a moment.
Jessica shifted the cordless phone to her other ear: her
cigarette slipped down into the ashtray, and Inch-long ash unno
ticed. She sighed deeply. “How could anyone not appreciate this
magic? He’s Just going to have to get over it, Europa."
“Sure he will. And you hang in there, Jess. A little ambiva
lence Is to be expected in your situation, you know.” Europa
reassured her.
“Thanks. Europa. I guess I Just needed a pep talk."
“See you next week to pick up your dining room chair,
right?”
“Absolutely. And. Europa ... I think I might need to speak
with you again before then. Arthur’s due home soon now, but I’ll
call you back tomorrow while he’s at work."

Jessica drove. She spent the first several minutes of the
trip fussing with the radio channels, including several rounds
with the ‘seek’ button. Arthur reached over and grabbed her hand
when she started back to the tuner panel for the fifth time In as
many minutes.
“Stop, please." He barely got his words out prior to a
sneeze, which he efficiently caught in his handkerchief. It was
too early for the spring pollens yet, but every year he participated
In a sort of spring training exercise for the allergy season ahead.
Jessica lifted her hand up and shook her wrist so that the
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silver bracelets rode up under her coat sleeve as she reached up
to knead the tight spot in the back of her neck. Beside her, she
felt more them saw Arthur complete his handkerchief ritual,
neatly refolding It In his lap and replacing it into the pocket of his
gray corduroy pants.
She looked over at him. “Are you nervous. Honey?" She
asked him.
“You're the one who's fidgety. Why would I be nervous
about going to retrieve the dining room chair? It can't be any
worse than the others." He gave her a sidelong glance. “Can it?"
She shook her head.
“But we agreed, right? This is the end. No more of our
furniture crosses the threshold of that shop, Jessica.”
“That’s right. No more furniture."
At the stoplight, three large, swarthy men entered a
neighborhood bar to their right at the trash-strewn comer. Arthur
pressed the automatic door lock button, and a loud thunk simul
taneously resounded from all four doors.
“The real trick," Arthur was saying, “is going to be finding
a replacement chair to match our set. Where are you planning on
keeping the painted one we’re picking up today?"
No answer from Jessica. She shifted In her seat, stared
straight ahead as she drove. She fidgeted with a curl, stretching
it out, letting it go. In her stomach she felt a mix of dread and
anticipation. She wondered if she was doing the right thing.
“Are you okay?” He asked her after several moments of
silence.
“Oh. Sorry. Just thinking.” She lowered her window
several inches and unhooked her seatbelt to struggle out of her
coat.
He reached over and grabbed the wheel while she went
through her gyrations with the coat. “What, are you having hot
flashes? A week before your 35th birthday?” He bent forward to
turn the heat down.
Ordinarily she wouldn’t let him get off so easy with the hot
flash remark, but she didn’t want to be argumentative today.
“Yeah. A week from today,” she said, twisting an earring and
leaning up to breath the cool air from the open window. Inhaling
deeply. She let the breath out and looked over at Arthur again,
then looked away.
’You haven't even said what you'd like for your birthday
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yet, Jessica. Usually I'm bombarded with hints by now."
“I already told you—I’ve got a special present for myself
worked out. It’s all arranged.”
“But you're the birthday girl—you’re supposed to be sur
prised."
“I will be surprised. There'll be a wide margin for surprise,
actually." She smiled weakly at him. “Don’t you worry. Honey.
It'll be great. We’ll have lots of fun."
When she slowed down at the next stop sign, she pointed
down the pot-holed and winter-rippled street. “The shop's right
down here a couple of blocks. Thanks foe coming with me." She
looked at her watch in the fading light. “I know she’s only open
until 6:00, so I’ll Just let you run in if there’s not a parking place
right out front. Just tell her who you are . . .”
They were in the quiet, hollow blocks of the city now. She
reached down to turn on the headlights. Lights shone from only
a few isolated windows above the street. Empty hells of buildings
outnumbered the few where rehabblng had begun. In another
two blocks the traffic picked up a bit, and the sidewalks were
dotted with Saturday antique and gallery crawlers finishing up
their rounds. Several shops were taking in their sidewalk tables
of treasures for the night: old books, brightly painted cow skulls,
a dented tuba, wrought-iron fireplace tools, a bust of Beethoven.
When they arrived at “Art for a Change,” Arthur dutifully
got out to go Inside for her chair while she at double parked.
Jessica wondered if he might be secretly curious about the place.
She reached over and touched his gloved hand as he climbed out.
and smiled and encouraging smile at his back. She watched as
her briefly surveyed first the window display, then the shop sign
with its bold and asymmetrical letters. He leaned in close to the
glass and checked his reflection before opening the door. A
parking spot opened up, and she pulled into it, but did not turn
the motor off.
As soon as the shop door closed behind him she lit a
cigarette—she had saved both of the tow she was allowed today,
knowing she would need them. She Imagined she could see the
flamingo’s pinkness settling on his kin as he entered the shop.
Then she saw him take out his handkerchief—it too would be pink
in the light—and she remembered that the incense would sting
his eyes and his nose at first. She craned her neck to watch him
move among the tables and reflections and shadows of the store-
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front. He was hesitant at first, then proceeded more steadily,
deliberately, as if drawn by magnetic force toward the inner
chambers of the gallery.
She knew Europa was expecting him, and that everything
was arranged, so she did not linger. She crushed her cigarette
out in the ashtray, stabbing purposefully at the last glowing
ember. The shop lights flickered then went out altogether, dark
ness finally suppressing even the pink glow of the flamingo. Once
she pulled out into the traffic lane she did not look back into the
night.

Jessica raced to reach the phone before the answering
machine kicked in. “Hello." The end of her greeting rose breath
lessly. “No. sorry, he isn’t. I’ll be glad to take a message for him
though. He’ll be back a week from today.”
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The Rocking Horse
Where is the Rocking Horse once so beautiful
and bold?
Where Is the Tin Soldier, is he rusted and old?
And whatever became of Little Bo Peep?
I guess she grew up sifter she found all her sheep.
I'm still waiting for Santa, Mommy when will he come
Some of us still believe some of us are still young.
Little boy blue oh won't you please blow your horn.
There's a child still listening who thinks you're not gone.
And Peter please come I'm waiting to fly
Away to Never Never Land so I don't grow old and Die.
Oh Jack please be nimble but don't be to quick
It seems all of our friends have grown old and are sick.
Is that a Unicom it Just can not be?
No Just a horse standing next to a tree.
Daddy says grow up its time to move on
But Dad its our Childhood and once we forget, its gone.

Dave Swenson
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Love Of Sea
Words lack proper justification
for her regal beauty.
No single man's thirst alone
can she quench.
Every man lusts vehemently
to Impose his attentions on her.
She willingly absorbs these attentions,
as time impetuously takes Its toll.
However, hls attentions soon engulf her,
and she can no longer withstand hls affection.
He infiltrates every aspect of her being
and she dies.
When hls actions beget the consequences,
guilt and anguish possess hls soul.
Her demise seeming to be in vain,
she perishes with no knowledge of her purpose.

i

Kevin Schroeder
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Three Images
Super Bowl Sunday
Fans on the
goalpost
Ants
on a piece of
Stale
candy

New Orleans
An ebony man
Stocking cap
onyx teeth
"Can ya spare
somthin'?"

Concert
Thousands of
lighters
Fireflies
waltzing in
Unison

Dave Boucher
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mr. imaginary
your pasted on mouth
is wild cherry
and you say the funniest things
my old tattered friend
your button eyes are coal black
you watch me play
on the painted horses
1 swing to touch the clouds
the wind takes me
to out secret hiding place
it is between the giant evergreens
do you remember
my faded love

now you sit on a nearby shelf
books and papers shove you
into a comer
you are bad
my beaten bear
1 try to find you
of fractions and measures
your neck is ripped and your nose is dented
1 gasp for your forgiveness
it is me who grew to see the darkness
under the tall evergreens
and not the treasures beneath its boughs

Karen Marte Berger
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A Touch in the Darkness
I can’t see you
Do I know you
Are you a friend
Or an enemy of mine
I can't hear you
Your breathing is soft
And easy
I hear you move
Your feet scrape the floor
Your tread is light
You move slowly
Are you hurt
Do you need help
Won’t you answer me
Can’t you speakWhy don’t you say something?
Maybe Tm by myself.
There’s no one else around.
All these thoughts brought on
By something that Is not real.
A phantom, an imaginary
Touch in the darkness.

Timothy Waifel
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The Whistle Penetrates the House
I burst through the front door
And reach the comer
In half the time I could
When I was three.
The large sandstone rock
That Grandpa found
On some old Indian grounds
Has fallen to Its side.
When I was little. I would
Clamber up the side
To a precarious ledge
And hold on tight
With one hand
While I stared in awe
At all the different
Colored cars marked
Southwest
Union Pacific
Southern Pacific.
I couldn’t read them then.
I Just watched them all whoosh by
And waited for the yellow car
With the friendly man
And waved with my whole body.

Now I can step onto the rock
Easily, but because it rocks,
I find it easier to sit
And maybe count the cars
Or just read all the names.
I still wave to the caboose man.
He probably thinks I'm crazy
Or does he know that I'm
The same little girl
Who struggled up this rock
And carved on it with
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Railroad spikes
And sometimes left pennies
On the tracks
To see how flat they'd get?
The same woman who sits here
Once crossed those tracks
Led by the large hand of the rock-finder.

Rachelle L. Olsson
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Highway 75-Dalton, Georgia
There are 86,400, seconds in every day.
1400 minutes.
On most of those days
those minutes and seconds go by,
and we seldom take notice of them.
However each of those moments
Huge with significance
for someone,
somewhere.
For during every moment,
something happens...
to change the course of events.

Maleen H. Corrigan
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Heart of a Poet
I held the heart of a poet in my hand
And gently turned it side from end;
Its battered surface, gouged with cuts and breaks
That surely came from years gone by—too dead to mend.

I pulled the fleshy organ up before my face
And looking past the damaged outer skin
I saw the very beat of life Itself
Entrusted to the firmness of my grip—it lay within’.
I marveled at the beauty of my gift
And wondered how it came to be so free:
And bowed in utter disbelief
My fascination with the flesh—and it with me.
Overwhelmed with the naked truth of the heart,
I feared that I might have to share my own,
And let the tender muscle slip between my palms;
Why take the risk of pain—I stood alone.
A millennium has passed since then, it seems.
I’ve never found another heart to hold,
And reaching at my chest, my own heart beating safely,
I feel no surface gouged with cuts and breaks—only cold.

Russell D. Clarke
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Carol While

